The Teaching Academy held its annual recognition ceremony for new fellows and associate fellows on February 26, 2008. The Academy inducted 10 new members and honored two existing members pictured below. The next Teaching Academy Induction Ceremony will be held in the fall of 2008.

This picture shows the new fellow and associate members of the Teaching Academy for 2007-2008: (Front row) Timothy J. Newby, Curriculum and Instruction; Rebecca Bull, OBHR Management; Karen S. Yehle, Nursing; Gregory Gibson, Sociology; (Back row) John J. Contreni, Liberal Arts; Christine A. Hrycyna, Chemistry; Richard K. Thomas, Visual and Performing Arts; Patricia Hart, Foreign Languages and Literatures; Venkat Venkatasubramanian, Chemical Engineering; (Not pictured) Robert E. May, History; and Kristina Walker, Agronomy.

Drs. May and Newby were already Fellow members of the Teaching Academy but were honored at the event for their receipt of the Murphy Outstanding Undergraduate Teaching Award.